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Dogs that are social or visit pet businesses such as doggie day cares and boarding facilities are at risk for infectious diseases. This was proven as a fact when an outbreak of dog flu hit the US in 2015; thousands of pets were affected. Within nine months, the virus had spread to more than half the country. Countless pets were sickened, and some succumbed to the flu.

In Chicago, where the H3N2 strain of dog flu began in the US, the community was completely unprepared for this, but we all came together – veterinarians, veterinary technicians (nurses), pet professionals, and pet lovers – and we worked together to help significantly slow the spread of disease.

We have learned that the key to success is prevention, and better understanding of infectious diseases and preventative care, including strategic vaccination, can help keep pets healthy.

I am very proud to be part of the Heroes for Healthy Pets program, which was created to help keep pets disease free. The Heroes for Healthy Pets Pet Parent’s Guide brings together pet owners and veterinary professionals. I encourage you to read on and learn more about infectious diseases, how to prevent them, and how to become a Hero, like me.

Your dog will thank you.
Parvo Uncovered

Dr. Kathryn Primm
What is canine parvovirus?  
A highly contagious viral disease that can produce a life-threatening illness. The virus attacks rapidly dividing cells in a dog’s body, most severely affecting the intestinal tract. Parvovirus also attacks the white blood cells, and when young animals are infected, the virus can damage the heart muscle and cause lifelong cardiac problems.

It is characterized by vomiting, tiredness, and extreme bloody diarrhea. The dog will become so sick and depressed that without treatment, he will suffer and die. Parvovirus is a disease that is routinely prevented by routine vaccination; fortunately, in my community, we do not see it very often.

The occasional cases that arise are puppies that have been inadequately or inappropriately vaccinated by people who are not veterinarians. But when I first opened Applebrook Animal Hospital, I had not had the chance to spread the news about appropriate vaccination nearly as far as I have now. I did see more cases of sick dogs with parvovirus. These heart-wrenching cases are usually puppies around 5-6 months of age, when they start to lose what immunity they had gotten from their mothers and their own immune system needs to step up to handle challenges on its own. If the puppy’s immune system is naïve to the parvovirus in the absence of vaccination, the puppy gets very sick very quickly.

I bought the facility that is now Applebrook Animal Hospital as a residential house. It required intensive remodeling to make it into an animal hospital, and the funds to do so were sparse and borrowed. I did not have a separate isolation ward like I do now. But parvovirus is so contagious that affected animals must be strictly quarantined from other pets. When I first opened and the parvovirus cases started to creep in, the only place in the whole of the new Applebrook Animal Hospital that did not have ongoing traffic with other pets was my upstairs office. When these two puppies came, I suited myself up like an astronaut and carried them resolutely upstairs office. When these two puppies came at once very sick with parvovirus, I suited myself up like an astronaut and carried them resolutely to my office. We rigged up a makeshift isolation ward in my walk-in closet. We have portable kennel cages and IV fluids. We even rigged up a foot bath made of a cat litter box with antiseptic to cleanse our shoes before leaving the closet. I was quite impressed by our resourcefulness at being able to treat and help these puppies and still protect all the others, even without an official isolation ward. I was impressed until…...the diarrhea began again. With it came the odor. This odor is unlike anything that you have smelled before. It is pungent and repugnant. It is quite literally the smell of death, and, left untreated, that is exactly what it becomes.

My patients, Darla and Duffy, two darling Basset hound puppies, had been home-vaccinated by a well-meaning breeder. After valiant conversion of my closet to a medical isolation ward, we began aggressive fluid therapy and the other treatments recommended to treat parvoviral enteritis. If a puppy is already pretty far into the course of the disease, the odds of beating it decrease. Darla and Duffy were already dehydrated and well into the course of the disease before I saw them.

But my assistant and I were not dissuaded. I explained everything to the owner and gave them a 50/50 chance of survival and took up watch in my office, peering into the closet frequently. Since we had just opened, we did not have a busy day planned. So I was able to keep vigil over these sick pups, carefully attending to their every need. My closet smelled so bad that I could imagine a green vapor emanating from the closet like you would see in a cartoon. The smell did not stop or even slow me down. Those puppies needed me and I was going to fix them. I cleaned up foul diarrhea every few minutes and cleaned the puppies too as best I could. I checked IV fluids and gave medications. I made sure that they were warm and as comfortable as possible and I made sure that they never felt alone. I told them that if they could just hang in there, I would do everything I could to support them while their bodies tried to fight.

Despite my best care, my projected 50/50 odds were sadly correct. Darla recovered but sadly Duffy did not. To this day, I can’t walk near my closet without my brain remembering those floppy ears and sad eyes.

It is truly sad that a readily available vaccine could have prevented the whole tragedy, but at least I was able to save Darla. I am a more empathetic doctor because of my experiences with these two sickly pups.
Distemper, Adenovirus, Parainfluenza, and Parvovirus

Dr. Courtney Campbell
When a law enforcement agency issues an APB broadcast, you know it's a serious situation. APB stands for all-points bulletin, and it signals to other law enforcement agencies that the subject they are looking for is a person of interest, with a possibility that the subject may be extremely dangerous.

There's a trio of extremely dangerous diseases that can affect young puppies. Although the acronym for these three dangerous diseases isn't the same as an all-points bulletin (APB), they can be abbreviated as ADP, and they are also extremely dangerous. ADP, in this case, stands for adenovirus, distemper, and parvovirus. Protecting your pet from these viruses is practically a prerequisite for them to survive into adulthood.

DISTEMPER

Your puppy has gooey eyes, nasal discharge, and he's just not eating well. He feels warm to the touch and he's sleeping all the time. For any pet parent that would be cause for concern. Innocently, one might assume that their puppy caught a "cold" and may need some basic medications – possibly some money-saving, over-the-counter medications – to clear the cough and runny nose. It's only after a consultation with your veterinarian that you discover that this condition could indeed be more serious.

When a dog is infected with the distemper virus, the symptoms may begin with gooey eyes, fever, and poor appetite. As the virus burrows deeper into the respiratory tract, coughing may start, and then the virus may slowly percolate down to the lungs to cause pneumonia.

After attacking the respiratory tract, the virus begins to terrorize the nervous system. Your puppy may begin to tremble and stumble off balance. Seizures – classically starting with snapping or tremors of the jaws – can culminate in full-body convulsions. This is a classic distemper sign called a "chewing gum fit". The degree of damage to the nervous system depends on the strain of the virus as well as the status of your puppy’s immune system. Even if distemper infects the nervous system, it does not automatically result in nervous system symptoms. In fact, some dogs do not develop neurological signs. Unfortunately, it's impossible to predict which dogs will develop convulsions and which ones will not.

The good news is that some puppies can recover even after the nervous system has been affected. Other dogs appear to recover, only to break with neurologic disease 1 to 3 weeks later. For some, those neurologic signs will remain permanent, and sadly, there are many puppies that die from this condition. Some report the mortality rate to be close to 80%.

The distemper virus is closely related to the human measles virus. It’s made with a natural shell called a fatty envelope. The fatty envelope is easily disrupted in the environment, making it nearly impossible for the virus to live outside the body. Its only recourse is to survive through dog-to-dog contact or contact with extremely fresh, infected body secretions.

Coughing is a vehicle for the virus to spread to other dogs. With each cough, the virus is suspended in the air for another dog to inhale. Urine is also a rich source of virus particles, which makes contact with bodily secretions another stealthy mode of virus transmission.

The virus then hitches a ride on white blood cells and travels to the lymph nodes, intestines, and the liver. Your dog’s fever begins to spike and at the most critical stage of the illness. The immune system begins to wage war on the virus. If it wins the war, it will clear the virus in 14 days. A weak response, however, and the virus will invade the respiratory system and the brain. Your dog will continue to get sick. The vigor and strength of the immune system is what makes the difference in the symptoms from pet to pet. The last stage of the virus’s life could include covert hiding in the nervous system and skin. Because of this phenomenon, thickening of skin or seizures may occur long after the infection was thought to be cleared.

The most intense viral shedding occurs in the first 2 weeks. An infected dog may shed virus for up to 2 to 3 months after infection. It is important to keep this in mind when taking a pet that has survived distemper anywhere where there are other dogs. If a dog survives the infection, the adult teeth may appear stained and have pitted enamel. This is called enamel hypoplasia. This occurs because the distemper virus attacks the rapidly dividing cells of the mouth (epithelial cells). In puppyhood, the buds of the permanent teeth are still developing. Distemper will attack these immature cells, leaving these tooth buds permanently damaged.

The distemper virus is closely related to the human measles virus. It’s made with a natural shell called a fatty envelope. The fatty envelope is easily disrupted in the environment, making it nearly impossible for the virus to live outside the body. Its only recourse is to survive through dog-to-dog contact or contact with extremely fresh, infected body secretions.
But virus detection is difficult. A positive test result is meaningful in confirming the infection, but a negative test result does not necessarily exclude it.

Support the immune system. That’s the main goal when treating a dog with a distemper infection. The only real therapy is supportive care while your dog mounts an immune response. Support can include fluids, antibiotics for secondary infection, nebulization, and cough suppressants.

Compared to the emotional and financial toll required to treat distemper, prevention is relatively straightforward. Fortunately, effective distemper vaccines have been available since the 1950s. Before vaccination, distemper was the scourge of the canine community, wiping out entire towns of pet dogs. Thanks to vaccination, distemper is a relatively rare disease. There are still infrequent, isolated outbreaks among household pets, shelters, rescues, and pet stores.

Puppies are vaccinated beginning at age 6-8 weeks and then every 2 to 4 weeks thereafter until age 16 weeks. The next vaccine occurs one year later. After that subsequent vaccination, boosters are given every 1 to 3 years. Some choose to base vaccines on antibody levels, while others believe that antibody levels do not give a complete picture of the immune response.

Initial immunity for a newborn comes from the mother in the form of maternal antibodies (i.e. colostrum), and lifelong immunity comes in the form of regular scheduled vaccinations. The distemper vaccine is usually combined with vaccine for canine parvovirus, parainfluenza, and adenovirus 2 (DA2PP). Other vaccines are given based on your dog’s lifestyle. Puppies are vaccinated with either a modified live virus or recombinant form. A recombinant vaccine involves another live virus (other than the distemper virus) being used as a surrogate to carry a portion of the distemper virus in order to generate the immune response.

Puppies are vaccinated beginning at age 6-8 weeks and then every 2 to 4 weeks thereafter until age 16 weeks. The next vaccine occurs one year later. After that subsequent vaccination, boosters are given every 1 to 3 years. Some choose to base vaccines on antibody levels, while others believe that antibody levels do not give a complete picture of the immune response.

ADENOVIRUS

A 5-month-old puppy in a pet shop dies from fever and bleeding from the liver and the abdomen. A few days later, two more puppies that had been raised in the same room with the first puppy develop similar symptoms. These two puppies are treated early, and fortunately they survive. That is a true story of an outbreak of canine adenovirus type 1 (CAV-1). The pet shop did not provide these puppies with a thorough vaccine regimen, and it resulted in exposure to this infectious disease.

Canine adenovirus type 1 causes infectious canine hepatitis (ICH). This is a highly contagious, often fatal, infection. This virus has a long history. It was first identified in North America in silver foxes in 1925 and then eventually in domestic dogs in 1947. This virus is not finicky. It can not only infect other members of the canine family like foxes, coyotes, and wolves, but it can even affect black bears, polar bears, skunks, otters, and raccoons.

When this virus strikes, it strikes fast and hard. The course of the disease can evolve rapidly, varying from hyper-acute, where dogs may die only a few hours after symptoms are noted (fulminating fatal hepatitis), to acute, where puppies have only a few short days to live before they die from adenovirus. Both the hyper-acute and acute forms usually occur in puppies.

The virus particles are highest in the bodily secretions – including urine, feces, or saliva – of infected dogs. Ingestion of one of these bodily secretions is the main route of infection. Once a dog is infected, they will continue shedding virus in their urine for 6 months, which seeds the environment with virus. With the environment replete with adenovirus, unvaccinated puppies are under constant barrage from this virus, and they are at the highest risk of infection. The virus will enter the body and aggressively target the tonsils, liver, kidney, spleen, lungs, and blood vessels. As the virus begins to attack the blood vessels, clotting factors are exhausted and severe bleeding results. Spontaneous bleeding into the brain may cause seizures or convulsions. A classic sign of this disease is the “blue eye,” which is caused by clouding of the eye’s corneas.

Like that one unfortunate puppy in the pet shop outbreak, signs of adenovirus infection can vary from slight fever to death. Refusal to eat, eye discharge, abdominal pain, and vomiting are signs that trouble is on the horizon. Approximately 30% of dogs will succumb to this condition, and the youngest dogs are the most vulnerable. Without a mature immune system, some dogs may have co-infections with parvovirus or distemper, which makes the possibility for recovery grim. The virus will swarm the body, but symptoms won’t be seen for 4-9 days. This is called the incubation period.

When this virus strikes, it strikes fast and hard. The course of the disease can evolve rapidly, varying from hyper-acute, where dogs may die only a few hours after symptoms are noted (fulminating fatal hepatitis), to acute, where puppies have only a few short days to live before they die from adenovirus. Both the hyper-acute and acute forms usually occur in puppies.
Diagnosing this condition is difficult because the signs occur so quickly. Although tests are available to diagnose adenovirus, your veterinarian may want to start treating a sick puppy immediately before tests are performed because of the virulence of this virus. A sick puppy will likely need antibiotics, fluids, and possibly blood transfusions. The classic sign of “blue eye” can sometimes result in a painful eye, and eye drops may be needed.

Thanks to the marvels of science, a vaccine for adenovirus is available. Canine adenovirus type 2 is typically used in the vaccine to provide cross-protection against adenovirus type 1. This is because the canine adenovirus type 2 vaccine tends not to cause inflammation of the eye (corneal edema and uveitis) like canine adenovirus type 1. Furthermore, canine adenovirus type 2 is not shed in urine. This vaccine comes in the modified live form. Adenovirus vaccine is usually combined with the distemper, parainfluenza, and parvovirus vaccine.

The biggest hurdle in vaccination is the presence of maternal antibodies. Puppies receive protection from adenovirus in the form of antibodies from their mothers. These “borrowed” protective antibodies dissipate from the puppy’s body around 9 weeks of age. For this reason, the vaccine schedule is recommended to start between 6 and 8 weeks of age, then every 2 to 4 weeks thereafter until age 16 weeks. The next vaccine should be scheduled one year later. After that, subsequent vaccination boosters are given every 1 to 3 years. Talk with your veterinarian about the ideal vaccine schedule for your pet.

PARAINFLUENZA
Your dog had a blast at the dog park yesterday. By greeting his “friends” and rolling in the dog park, your dog manages to mess up his fresh new haircut that he received from a groomer 4 days ago. Now you’re at home relaxing and you hear your dog cough once. Then twice. Now, the cough is happening every hour. You are growing more and more concerned by the hour. Parainfluenza has struck again.

Did your dog pick up the virus from the groomer? From the dog park? The answer to those questions may be unclear because parainfluenza is a virus that can be found anywhere dogs are socializing, including dog parks, sidewalks, groomers, doggie day care, and more.

- The disease is transmitted through respiratory secretions that can be exchanged during sniffing (“the doggie handshake”), or it may be aerosolized, which others may inhale.
- The virus may also survive on food bowls, toys, and other objects.
- Shedding typically starts 2 to 10 days after a dog is exposed and typically begins before you even know that your dog is sick.
- The fact that your dog may be excreting virus, before it’s obvious that your dog is sick, is one of the most crucial aspects of disease transmission.
- More importantly, not all dogs shedding the virus show signs of the infection, and dogs become de facto virus distributors.

The good news is that the cough can be treated. Some veterinarians will prescribe antibiotics in case the virus involves both a virus and bacteria (i.e. Bordetella or Mycoplasma organisms). Cough suppressants can also help keep some dogs comfortable, especially the dogs that have a sore, inflamed throat.

Parainfluenza is a highly contagious virus that is excreted from the respiratory tract of acutely infected animals and is an important component of canine infectious respiratory disease complex (also known as kennel cough or infectious canine cough). Signs of disease typically occur 2 to 8 days after exposure (known as the incubation period), and the classic presentation is that dry, hacking cough described above. Most of the time, the cough will last a total of 2 to 6 days. The cough isn’t the only part of the suffering. Many dogs that are infected with parainfluenza will also have a runny nose, a sore throat, and inflamed tonsils.

As with most infectious conditions, there is a rigorous focus on prevention. Fortunately, there is a vaccine for parainfluenza. The vaccine for this virus is commonly included with the DA2PP vaccine (distemper, adenovirus-2, parvovirus) that is given to puppies starting between 6 and 8 weeks of age. While parainfluenza virus vaccine is not considered a “Core” vaccine, the other agents in the vaccine combination are required;
The original parvovirus (CPV-1) was originally discovered in 1967 and did not shock the canine community like the new variant (CPV-2) did when it first appeared in the US. This new virus was more ferocious than the first and caused more severe illnesses. Parvovirus didn’t wait for science to catch up with its ongoing rampage. By 1979, a second mutation, CPV-2a, had occurred, and it seemed to be even more aggressive. Vaccine was at a premium, and many veterinarians had to make do with feline distemper vaccine, as it was the closest related vaccine available. This was occurring while the manufacturers struggled to supply the nation with true parvovirus vaccines. These new variants had several deadly characteristics. The two most pernicious features of the virus were that the virus is shed in gigantic numbers by infected animals and that the virus is especially hardy in the environment. These two main traits resulted in virus being spread worldwide.

The virus then mutated to a new strain called CPV-2b. Because of the virus’s pervasiveness, all dogs can be considered to have been exposed to it at some point in their lives, by either vaccination or natural exposure.

The latest mutation, canine parvovirus type 2c (CPV-2c), is now the most common variant of the canine parvovirus in the United States. CPV-2c was discovered in 2000. Wreaking havoc since the 1970s, the virus has made its way into every environment where dogs live. Any environment, every carpet, every floor, and every yard and park should be considered contaminated. An infected dog will shed virus into the environment for 2 weeks. The amount of stool that can fit on a pinhead is all that’s needed to cause infection. And because of parvovirus’s resilience in the environment, the stool can be months old. Furthermore, some dogs are infected with the virus but they don’t appear sick. This is called a subclinical infection. These dogs become “silent seeders” as they continue to seed the environment with virus particles without anyone knowing. These animals tend not to be confined, since no one knows they are infected. Thus, they can spread virus around a large area, depending on where they leave their droppings.

Even though the virus is everywhere, it doesn’t guarantee that a dog will become infected. Infection depends on 3 factors, including the host (vaccination status, natural immunity), virulence of the virus (number of viral particles, aggressiveness of the virus), and environmental factors. All three of these factors are related and influence each other.

The virus enters the body through the mouth as the puppy cleans itself or eats food off the ground or floor. As mentioned previously, a minuscule amount of infected stool is all it takes to make a puppy sick. Once the virus gains entrance to the body, there is a lag period before the signs of illness are noticed. This is called the incubation period. There is a 3- to 7-day incubation period before the puppy seems obviously ill.

The virus deftly takes aim at the body’s natural defense mechanism: the immune system. By deliberately targeting its enemy—the cells of the immune system—the virus ensures its own survival. From there it travels to the gastrointestinal tract, where it overpowers the intestines and prevents them from absorbing vital nutrients. Puppies and young dogs vomit uncontrollably. The torrential flow of diarrhea causes severe fluid loss and provides an opening for bacterial invasion.

If a puppy survives a parvovirus infection, it can seem like a miracle. A veterinarian may diagnose the condition by using a fecal sample to perform a parvo test or another test specific to the parvovirus. Once the diagnosis is confirmed, treatment should start immediately (even in cases when the diagnosis is not confirmed).

PARVOVIRUS PREVENTION

The most potent protection a puppy can have against the parvovirus is by way of a vaccine. This consequently, this vaccine is given to dogs fairly commonly.

To prevent this disease, your dog can receive a vaccine that is administered via injection under the skin (subcutaneous) or as drops in the nasal cavity (intranasal). The intranasal version will help prevent your dog from acting sick, but it doesn’t appear to stop a dog from shedding the virus, nor does it give a dog full protection. The intranasal vaccine does not have these shortcomings. The vaccine for parainfluenza is usually combined with other agents of kennel cough (i.e. canine adenovirus type 2, Bordetella, etc), which is preferable because it can do a better job of preventing your dog from getting sick and it will inhibit shedding.

The social dog is most at-risk for parainfluenza infection. These social dogs are the individuals that greet other dogs on a walk or who go to boarding, grooming, daycare facilities, obedience classes, or any social setting.

Talk to your veterinarian about an intranasal vaccine that will work quickly, only has to be given once, and every yard and park should be considered contaminated. An infected dog will shed virus into the environment for 2 weeks. The amount of stool that can fit on a pinhead is all that’s needed to cause infection. And because of parvovirus’s resilience in the environment, the stool can be months old. Furthermore, some dogs are infected with the virus but they don’t appear sick. This is called a subclinical infection. These dogs become “silent seeders” as they continue to seed the environment with virus particles without anyone knowing. These animals tend not to be confined, since no one knows they are infected. Thus, they can spread virus around a large area, depending on where they leave their droppings.

Even though the virus is everywhere, it doesn’t guarantee that a dog will become infected. Infection depends on 3 factors, including the host (vaccination status, natural immunity), virulence of the virus (number of viral particles, aggressiveness of the virus), and environmental factors. All three of these factors are related and influence each other.

The virus enters the body through the mouth as the puppy cleans itself or eats food off the ground or floor. As mentioned previously, a minuscule amount of infected stool is all it takes to make a puppy sick. Once the virus gains entrance to the body, there is a lag period before the signs of illness are noticed. This is called the incubation period. There is a 3- to 7-day incubation period before the puppy seems obviously ill.

The virus deftly takes aim at the body’s natural defense mechanism: the immune system. By deliberately targeting its enemy—the cells of the immune system—the virus ensures its own survival. From there it travels to the gastrointestinal tract, where it overpowers the intestines and prevents them from absorbing vital nutrients. Puppies and young dogs vomit uncontrollably. The torrential flow of diarrhea causes severe fluid loss and provides an opening for bacterial invasion.

If a puppy survives a parvovirus infection, it can seem like a miracle. A veterinarian may diagnose the condition by using a fecal sample to perform a parvo test or another test specific to the parvovirus. Once the diagnosis is confirmed, treatment should start immediately (even in cases when the diagnosis is not confirmed).

PARVOVIRUS PREVENTION

The most potent protection a puppy can have against the parvovirus is by way of a vaccine. This
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sounds simple enough, but maternal antibodies can get in the way. The antibodies that puppies obtain from their mother’s first milk – the colostrum – to protect against the parvovirus will also inactivate vaccine.

Puppies need a series of vaccines to give them the best chance to prevent disease and start life right. A vaccine is given every 2 to 4 weeks until at least 16 weeks of age. Giving the same vaccine more frequently than every 2 weeks will cause interference between the two vaccines, and neither can be expected to be effective. This includes giving vaccines for different infections. Vaccines should be spaced 2 to 4 weeks apart. Puppies need at least 3, sometimes 4, vaccines for them to be protected. To be sure, there is no magic number or exact amount of vaccines that are needed. The primary focus has to be timing of the vaccine so that it is not inactivated by maternal antibodies.

Parvovirus vaccine is commonly included with distemper, adenovirus, and parainfluenza. This vaccine was previously given annually; however, the American Animal Hospital Association recommends that parvo vaccination be given to adult dogs on a 3-year schedule, after completing the proper immunization schedule during the first year of life.

In addition to vaccines, many concerned pet parents want to know how they could potentially decontaminate or reduce the viral load of parvovirus in their environment. To be sure, there is absolutely no practical way to remove all of the virus from the environment. All environments must be considered contaminated. However, if an infected puppy has contaminated an environment that a new puppy is entering, a thorough cleaning is imperative.

Bleach is one disinfectant that has been touted as the best and most effective disinfectant against viruses, including paroviruses. The cleaning solution should be composed of one part bleach mixed with 30 parts water. This solution can be used on bowls, floors, surfaces, toys, bedding, and any other bleach-safe surfaces for at least 10 minutes. Steam cleaning should be used for surfaces that are not safe for bleach, such as the carpet or grass.

If a parvo vaccine is given when a puppy still has maternal antibodies, it will destroy that vaccine before it’s had a chance to stimulate the puppy’s immune system. Furthermore, the age at which the vaccine can be effective is different for each individual puppy.

A vaccine is basically a weakened or harmless version of the virus. It’s either live or weakened (attenuated or modified) or killed (inactivated). A high titer, modified live, parvo vaccine is the most common vaccine used to protect newborns against the parvovirus. High titer vaccines are vaccines that contain a large amount of virus. This type of vaccine is used so that after all the maternal antibody has been exhausted, there is still virus left over to stimulate the puppy’s immune system.

Further Reading:
History of Rabies

Dr. Kathryn Primm
Rabies is a viral disease that causes suffering and death in affected patients. The virus attacks and spreads through the nervous system, eventually leading to neurologic signs and death.

There is an unusually prolonged time between exposure and disease symptoms, which made early vaccine innovator Louis Pasteur think that the disease could be amenable to immunologic protection. As early as 1885, Pasteur and two physicians vaccinated a 9-year-old boy after he was attacked and bitten by a rabid dog. Pasteur’s vaccine did indeed prevent the boy from becoming ill with rabies symptoms and saved his life, as he was most certainly exposed when he was attacked by a confirmed rabid dog.

Ninety percent of all human exposure worldwide is because of rabid dogs. Worldwide, 59,000 people die each year from rabies, and is most commonly found in India and Africa. Somehow worse still is the fact that 40% of rabies deaths occur in children under the age of 15.¹

Because of Pasteur’s work, rabies is 100% preventable today. Because of the safety and efficacy of rabies vaccines, the World Health Organization has begun to stockpile dog and human rabies vaccines.

For over 20 years, Merck Animal Health has partnered with the Afya Serengeti project in the Serengeti region of Tanzania in eastern Africa. Part of the initiative provides rabies vaccination and, in 2015, 200,000 doses of preventive rabies vaccine were given to local dogs. Hospitalization for human rabies infection in this region has dropped 92 percent. Because of the success of Afya Serengeti, Merck has commenced a new initiative called Mission Rabies to address this issue in other rabies hotspots in Africa and India.

In the US, laws regarding the vaccination of pets have protected humans and kept our country virtually rabies free, with only 1-3 cases reported each year. Rabies vaccine programs have been able to contain and control the risk of exposure from domestic dogs, but according to the CDC, 80-100 cases of rabid dogs and >300 infected cats are reported each year. Animal control and vaccination programs were implemented in the US in the 1940s, and there has been a steady decline in rabies cases ever since.

Vaccination and education can end deaths from rabies worldwide, so we should all work together to address this highly preventable issue. Success is inevitable if we can work together to spread the word and the vaccine. The vaccines are safe and effective. Why wouldn’t we want to prevent this horrible disease?

Further Reading:
Leptospirosis in Real Life

Dr. Kathryn Primm
It was late in the afternoon when a new client came in with a very sick dog. I didn’t know the owner or the dog, even though my town is fairly small. I am not even sure why he chose to come into my animal hospital, other than the location right on the “main drag”. My hospital had not been open long, so I was not running at the crazy pace we all run at most of the time nowadays. When you have a new practice, sometimes the people that come in (since you have no reputation) are those that are unhappy elsewhere or just don’t have a regular veterinarian.

A 4-year-old Beagle mix named Toby, with no medical history of vaccination and no solid history with a veterinarian was a typical case that day. It was just me and my skeleton crew of dedicated friend and veterinary technician that had come with me from my previous job. The best part was that my technician was smart and experienced and my friend was quickly becoming so as well, after her complete immersion training left on her own with my telephone. She ran to ask me every time a question came up and kept notes of the answers. I was lucky to have a smart animal-loving friend who was between jobs willing to help me and a licensed technician.

The poor little dog had a fever and looked terrible. He was trembling and wet with drool from his nausea. He did not want to move and I was not sure if he was stiff and painful or just scared stiff, since he had not been to an animal hospital before. The whites of his eyes were vaguely yellowed. The owner said that he had been lying around for days, but he did not know exactly how long. He said that the dog probably had not eaten in a day or two. After a physical exam, I gathered together a cost estimate for the diagnostics and treatments I felt were in order. The man seemed reluctant, but agreed to the first round of testing, which included a complete blood count (CBC) and chemistry panel. We put in an intravenous catheter and started the poor little dehydrated thing on some fluids to help him feel better. I didn’t know exactly what was wrong, but I could tell the dog felt really rotten.

We drew blood samples and got started with what we could do with our in-house lab machines. Fortunately, I had invested in them as a startup and have never been sorry to have them. Today, I wanted to know as many answers as I could find out. A complete blood count is what it sounds like – a counting of the cells in the blood. Disease can alter these numbers, sometimes in predictable ways. Toby’s CBC showed a white blood cell elevation, which is suggestive of an infection, and his red cells were slightly low too.

A lot of things can cause these changes, and so we did not have an answer. When the results of the chemistry panel showed some kidney compromise and suggested liver involvement, I became really worried about leptospirosis. As I watch my technician sit on the edge of the cage, cleaning up this dog’s urine, I thought I should mention my concern to her. “Do you remember leptospirosis? Because I think that this dog could have it.” She wisely went to wash her hands and promptly put a WEAR GLOVES sticker on the cage. Leptospirosis is a zoonotic disease, which means it can be spread from affected animals to human beings through exposure to infected urine.

Leptospirosis can usually be treated with symptomatic care and antibiotics, provided the infection is on your rule-out list. Sometimes, if the patient has progressed to kidney damage and liver involvement, it can be much harder to treat. In Toby’s case, I wanted to get confirmation of the diagnosis, but at that time diagnostics were more limited than they are today, and even if they had not been, Toby’s dad really wanted to try symptomatic treatment because of budget concerns.

Fortunately, Toby did respond to the treatment (he was a tough little guy), but he was sick for a long time. No one on my staff became ill, and we had a great opportunity to teach Toby’s dad the importance of vaccination and preventive care.

When Toby recovered, he returned to catch up on all of his preventive care. It was really fun for us to see a happy and healthy Toby and know that we were able to protect him and all of our other patients from the devastation of preventable disease.
What Every Pet Owner Needs to Know About Leptospirosis

Dr. Courtney Campbell
Leptospirosis is a bacteria that can cause jaundice, and it can ultimately be a fatal condition in animals and people. All mammals can potentially be infected with leptospirosis. But it’s the fact that this bacteria can jump from one species to another, all while causing virulent disease, that makes this condition so distressing. A zoonotic disease is a disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans. Leptospirosis is the most common zoonotic disease worldwide.

Leptospirosis is now considered a reemerging disease. It’s making a comeback because it cleverly takes residence in places that people and animals like to go. The animal species the bacteria selects as its home base, by which it will infect other animals, is called the reservoir.

Leptospirosis has picked as its reservoir the white-tailed deer, raccoon, striped skunk, red fox, and rodents. The bacteria selects as its home base, by which it will infect other animals, is called the reservoir.

Leptospirosis is different from other zoonotic diseases because it can exist both in the soil and in the body of the host. The bacteria can infect the body of the host by drinking contaminated water. The bacteria can also be transmitted to humans through biting insects like ticks and mosquitoes. The bacteria can also be transmitted from animals to humans through close contact, like petting a sick dog.

Leptospirosis is usually spread through most bodily fluids except saliva. The bacteria infiltrate the skin or mucous membranes. The bacteria can also enter the body through scratches or cuts. The bacteria can also be transmitted through contact with contaminated soil or water.

One of the main symptoms of leptospirosis is jaundice, or yellowing of the skin and eyes. Other symptoms include fever, depression, muscle stiffness, fever, and pain. The incubation period range is usually 5-14 days. If any of these symptoms match what you are seeing in your dog, seek medical attention from your veterinarian immediately. Wash your hands thoroughly and avoid contact between your dog’s bodily fluids and your mucous membranes. Once infected, your pet can shed the bacteria into the environment for months if not treated.
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3. The third step is simply to do more of your favorite thing: watch your pet. By observing your pet closely, you can prevent them from romping in swamps, playing in or drinking from puddles, roaming the neighborhood, or walking around with exposed, open wounds.

**This is the most common zoonotic disease in the world, so pet parents need to take precautions so that they don’t become infected.**

If at all possible, avoid all contact with your pet's bodily fluids if you suspect your pet is infected. If handling the bodily fluids is unavoidable, then wear protective clothing like gloves or boots.

Diligent handwashing is essential, and avoid contact with your eyes or face.

Always clean with an antibacterial solution that includes a 1:10 ratio of bleach to water.

Seek medical attention through your physician if you are experiencing flu-like symptoms or you are concerned about possible contact.

Our pets are assaulted by hostile actors like bacteria and viruses every day, but fortunately many pets don’t get sick. That is largely due to their immune system and the outstanding care by pet parents nationwide.

Just arming yourself with the best information about leptospirosis gives you the upper hand on this dangerous bacteria.

**When it comes to leptospirosis, the 3 I’s of prevention are:**

1. Inhibit (rodents and wildlife from coming into your neighborhood)
2. Immunize (vaccinate your pet against leptospirosis)
3. Interrupt (stop your pet if they are drinking out of a puddle, playing in potentially contaminated water sources, or eating dead animals)

---

**Further Reading:**

The Coughing Conundrum

Dr. Kathryn Primm
It was summer and the middle of vacation season. Our kennel was packed with happy dogs. We love to call our boarding experience “dog camp”, because all of our boarders are regulars that we know well. In fact, we restrict our boarding to pets with whom we are familiar so that we can avoid less wonderful experiences for all involved. We find if we do not know a pet, we cannot address any issues that they might have with being away from home and owners. All was great, until one of our dogs started to cough.

At the time, we were treating and altering several rescue puppies, and even when we kept them isolated, they seemed to be the source of the cough. These dogs come from all manner of background and are often immune suppressed from the stress of travel and handling.

Just like most good boarding facilities, we require that dogs be vaccinated for contagious diseases prior to boarding, but no vaccine is 100% effective. In fact, we view vaccination as doing our best to stop disease, but we also do strict isolation of only seemingly healthy dogs in our kennel. We typically do not mix our sick hospital population with our healthy boarding dogs, and we are lucky enough to have a separate space for the kennel runs.

I was surprised when one pet parent called back a few days after discharge to say that her dog was coughing. Many of my staff members often bring their healthy pets to work as kennel space allows, and gradually some of those pets started to cough. Because I have a great relationship with most of my regular boarders as well as easy access to my staff pets, I immediately submitted testing to find out why the dogs were coughing.

Fortunately for me, the dogs tested negative for canine influenza, which would have required an aggressive kennel closure. All the dogs that we tested were positive for parainfluenza, an important canine respiratory virus. All dogs responded well to symptomatic treatment.

Just another day in the life of a veterinarian.
Kennel Cough

Dr. Courtney Campbell
To cough is human. To cough is also canine, feline, equine, and even delphinid (yes, even dolphins have been shown to have the ability at a voluntary cough.)

Because we know what it feels like to cough and, for the most part, we know how to recognize it in our pets, we empathize with them when they do it. Most of us have an intimate understanding of how a cough or a sneeze can transmit the common cold. Indeed, few medical conditions underscore the human-animal bond better than the condition of kennel cough.

A cough is a rapid expulsion of air from the lungs. It’s typically used to clear the lungs and airways of fluids, mucus, or other material. There are times in which coughing can be beneficial. In fact, coughing is an important way for our pets to keep their airways and throat clear from debris. However, excessive coughing may signal a problem. This is especially true if your dog has a social lifestyle which puts them at an increased risk for a contagious illness.

If this sounds like a description of your pet, then kennel cough is an extremely important condition to understand.

Kennel cough (also known as infectious canine cough) is a highly contagious infectious disease. Not only is kennel cough transmitted by an actual organism (bacteria or virus), but it also means that it can be transmitted between pets with simple contact and not just in a kennel. Examples of simple contact include a romp at a daycare, a brief touch of noses during a walk, sharing of a toy that a sick pet has already touched, or even walking through contaminated grass or concrete sidewalks.

There have been volumes of information written about kennel cough. There are studies on how these diseases are transmitted, and there are even vigorous debates on the degree of infectivity between the offending organisms. One challenge with resolving the mystery behind kennel cough is that there are a slew of different organisms that can cause the condition.

Kennel cough can be caused by a bacteria or a virus. In fact, it can be caused by the complex interaction of many different bacteria and viruses. This fact is vital in helping to diagnose, treat, predict, and prevent the condition. Knowing that kennel cough may not simply be one singular organism but instead may be caused by a myriad of organisms makes further investigation imperative. That investigation hopefully leads to identifying the biological culprit(s) and strategies for prevention can then be developed.

Just to make the issue slightly more thorny, many of these organisms will cause co-infections. This means multiple organisms can invade the respiratory system simultaneously to cause illness.

Infections with the following organisms frequently cause a case of kennel cough:

- **Bordetella bronchiseptica** - A bacteria that is the most widely known infectious cough agent; frequently involved in co-infections

- **Canine influenza virus** - Two strains from different origins: H3N8 (equine) and H3N2 (avian)

- **Canine distemper virus** - Attacks the respiratory, intestinal, and neurologic systems

- **Canine parainfluenza virus** - Easily spread from dog to dog; produces a cough, runny nose, and sneezing; highest instances of infection are seen with high dog populations, such as race tracks, boarding kennels, and pet stores; contagious to any dog of any age

- **Canine herpesvirus** - Severe viral infection of puppies worldwide, which often has a 100% mortality rate in affected litters; can cause nasal discharge, conjunctivitis, swelling of the cornea

- **Canine pneumovirus** - Commonly called canine infectious respiratory disease complex (CIRDC), it is a syndrome of diseases that are of significant concern in any multi-dog setting

- **Canine respiratory coronavirus** - Related to the human coronavirus that causes the “common cold” in people. Signs can range from a cough, sneezing, and nasal discharge or pneumonia. Some dogs have a subclinical infection with no clinical signs, yet they shed bacteria into the environment to infect other dogs

- **Streptococcus equi subsp. zooepidemicus** - A bacteria that has been linked to cases of acute fatal pneumonia in dogs in several countries. Outbreaks can occur in kennelled dog populations and result in significant levels of sickness and sometimes death; highly contagious and quickly results in fever, breathing difficulty, and nasal discharge

- **Mycoplasma cynos** - Extremely small bacteria, Mycoplasma infection in the respiratory tract weakens a dog, increasing susceptibility to bacterial and viral infection. In many cases, it can be hard to tell which organism is the primary cause. Mycoplasmas may live in the upper respiratory tract of healthy dogs, but when they descend into the lower respiratory tract they cause infection and even pneumonia in severe cases

Coughing is an important way for our pets to keep their airways and throat clear from debris. However, excessive coughing may signal a problem. This is especially true if your dog has a social lifestyle which puts them at an increased risk for a contagious illness.
Dog flu virus illustrates one of the most flagrant examples of dangerous viral shedding. H3N8 and H3N2 are the two main strains of this virus that affect dogs. They have different windows of time that a dog may remain infectious: For H3N8, a dog remains infectious for 7-10 days, and for H3N2, it is over 20 days. Some dogs may be infective but look completely normal.

Fortunately, many pet parents recognize the signs of canine cough in their dogs early enough to have them treated immediately. Many veterinarians will conscientiously recommend nasal swabs to identify the offending organism. It may take days before the results of that test are available, and there are some rare cases of false-negative results. Meanwhile, your dog’s symptoms may be getting worse. Therefore, many veterinarians will take the precaution of performing X-rays or blood tests. It is important to have the peace of mind that your pet is not in a health crisis while test results are pending.

Prevention is always better than cure. Vaccines prime the army of immune cells to prevent and reduce the signs of canine cough. Vaccines are in constant development but for now, there are only vaccines available for Bordetella, canine adenovirus type 2, canine parainfluenza, canine distemper, and canine influenza. While there are only vaccines available for Bordetella, canine adenovirus type 2, canine parainfluenza, canine distemper, and canine influenza.

When it comes to vaccines, there are several important realities to know:

- **Vaccines will help to prevent infection from other organisms contained within the specific vaccine, but not from other organisms of the complex if they are not contained within the vaccine.**
- **Most vaccines are not immediately effective. Some vaccines may take 14 – 28 days to reach their full protective effect. Some vaccines also require a booster when first given. For this reason, vaccination the day of boarding is suboptimal, and you likely need to schedule vaccinations in advance of boarding.**
- **Bordetella and dog flu vaccination are recommended for social pets. Vaccination is intended to minimize the symptoms of illness but may not entirely prevent infection.**
- **Canine Influenza.** Vaccine for one strain will not protect against the other strain. A dog must be vaccinated against both strains of the virus. This can be achieved by using a vaccine called a bivalent vaccine. Be sure to ask your veterinarian for this form of vaccine.
- **Vaccines are not useful for dogs who are already incubating an infectious organism. Your dog may be incubating a virus (or bacteria) without your knowledge.**
- **Kennel Cough.** For dogs that develop a cough shortly after vaccination, it is important to know that they may have been incubating the organism without showing any symptoms. Prevention comes in the form of vaccination and observation. Talk to your veterinarian about which vaccines would be best for your pet so that their vaccine regimen fits with their lifestyle. Pet parents are exquisitely observant and they recognize signs of illness in their pets. If coughing or nasal discharge is noted, many will elect to voluntarily quarantine their pets to keep them away from social settings like daycare facilities and boarding kennels.

This approach is excellent and should be encouraged whenever possible, but it does have its limits. All-around prevention is key. As an example, keeping your pet away from daycare during the day is going to do little if your pet walks on a
contaminated sidewalk or grass at night. Viruses, particles, and bacteria are quite ubiquitous and pervasive. That’s why prevention strategies must be broader than just avoidance, because these microbes can find clever ways into your dog’s body.

The social facilities (i.e. boarding kennels, daycare, etc.) are also doing their part to prevent the spread of infectious agents by assiduously following infection-control measures. Some of these measures include: regular hand washing requirements, installing dispensers for hand sanitizer, providing faucets and bathroom doors that turn on automatically, frequent kennel disinfection, adequate ventilation, and avoidance of overcrowding. All of these strategies help to reduce the chance that viral particles will be aerosolized, exchanged between dogs, and ultimately settle on the surface (epithelium) of your dog’s nose or eyes.

It’s precisely those kinds of infection-control measures upon which we must rely to keep our furry family members healthy and prevent outbreaks of infectious canine cough in the pet population.

Further Reading:
Cleaning Up After Pets

Dr. Courtney Campbell
We all love our pets.

They entertain us, comfort us, and reassure us, providing health, social, and emotional benefits. And we do the same for them. But, our pets can also be carriers of harmful germs. The germs that can be shared between people and animals are referred to as zoonotic pathogens and can be a concern, given that in households with pets, close interactions between humans and animals are part of everyday life.

How germs spread from pets to people

Pet bodily fluids, most commonly feces and urine, can contain harmful pathogens. These can be indirectly transferred from hard surfaces such as floors and soft surfaces such as carpets to hands. Direct contact with pets may also transfer harmful germs onto hands, which can then be transferred to the mouth, nose, or eyes and potentially cause an infection.

The risk of getting an infection from a pet

The risk of getting an infection from a pet varies among the population. In generally healthy people aged 5 to 65, the risk is low, but the risk increases in children under 5, adults over 65, pregnant women, and people with compromised or weakened immune systems. If there are people in your household in these groups, practicing good environmental and personal hygiene in your house and around your pets is especially important.

Cleaning and disinfection in your household

How to select cleaning and disinfectant products to use around your pets

There are many products that can be used for cleaning and disinfecting, and choosing the right products can be difficult. This guidance can help you select which products to use.

- Always read the product label to determine whether it’s appropriate to use around pets.
- Remember that many cleaning and disinfecting products are safe to use around pets if directions for use are followed. For example, some products may state “keep pets and children away from the area until dry”.
- Some cleaning products may carry “pet safe” language, but disinfectants may not.
- Many disinfectants used in homes, veterinary, and pet boarding and grooming facilities will contain label language requiring disinfected surfaces to be rinsed with potable water before pets are allowed on or near them.

- Some products may be labeled for use on food contact surfaces, which means they can be applied to a surface that comes into contact with food and left to dry without a rinse step.
- Always ensure that cleaning and disinfecting products are safely and securely stored out of reach of pets.

Staying healthy with good hand hygiene

Good hand hygiene practices are key to preventing the spread of harmful germs from pets to people. Thoroughly washing your hands with soap and water is most effective, but if not available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer. If you have young children in the house, adults should always supervise them when they wash their hands.

Key Hand Hygiene Moments:

- Before eating, drinking, preparing food
- Before and after playing with your pet
- After cleaning up after your pet when they have had an accident
- After cleaning out a litter box
- After picking up pet waste in the house or yard
Keep your pet’s home clean with these easy steps:

### HOW TO CLEAN AND DISINFECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REMOVE</th>
<th>CLEAN</th>
<th>APPLY</th>
<th>RINSE AND DRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REMOVED</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>with a detergent</td>
<td>registered disinfectant; let it sit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organic debris</td>
<td>with a detergent, then rinse</td>
<td>for the required contact time</td>
<td>with a clean towel or squeegee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Here’s how to clean up pet accidents:**

- Remove excess urine or feces with a paper towel, then clean the area with a detergent-based cleaner to remove organic material. Spray or wipe the area with a disinfectant and wait the full contact time. Rinse with water and dry with a towel.

- On colorfast carpet, rugs, upholstery, and mattresses, first blot away excess liquid or solids with a clean, dry absorbent cloth. Spray color-safe cleaner directly onto stain until completely covered. Wait 3 minutes, then wipe with a clean damp cloth. Keep the treated area clear of people and pets while it dries completely. Remember, always test for colorfastness on a hidden area before use.

- On sidewalks and outdoor tile, first rinse surfaces to remove excess dirt and debris. Spray a cleaner, stain remover, or disinfectant directly onto the affected area and allow to air dry. If indicated by label instructions, rinse the surface with water. Remember, never rinse products into a storm drain that could then flow into a lake, stream, or other body of water.

**Cleaning toys and bowls**

It’s easy to keep your pet’s toys and dishes sanitized.

**Here’s how:**

- Clean hard plastic toys and bowls with soap and water, then rinse thoroughly
- In a plastic dishpan, prepare a sanitizing bleach solution. Read the label of the bleach product you are using to determine how to prepare this solution.
- Add pre-washed items and let them soak for 2 minutes
- Rinse, then dry with a clean towel or allow to air dry
- Always use cleaning agents as directed and keep away from children and pets

**Important things to remember when cleaning and disinfecting:**

- Always follow the label instructions
- Clean with a detergent to remove organic material such as urine, feces, and hair before disinfecting. Some products are cleaner-disinfectants and can be used for both the cleaning and disinfection steps.
- First test products on surface you plan to clean to ensure they are compatible
- Avoid contaminating areas adjacent to the spill when cleaning up

### Further Reading:

The History of Vaccines

Dr. Kathryn Primm
Each pet should be treated as an individual, taking into account his/her history, age, species, breed, lifestyle, environment, and disease risk factors. Appropriate questions should be asked before deciding the vaccine choices and only the necessary ones recommended and administered according to local laws.

In 1796, a country physician named Edward Jenner administered the first documented inoculation. At that time, smallpox was a devastating epidemic, killing millions of people during the 20th century. Dr. Jenner had noticed that milk maids, who had been exposed to cowpox (as evidenced by pustules on the hands and arms), did not become ill from the smallpox outbreaks. Cowpox did not cause significant illness and death in humans, so Jenner famously inoculated a boy with pus from a cowpox lesion on a milk maid’s hand and then was able to demonstrate the boy’s resistance to infection from future exposure to smallpox.1,2

Immune systems are amazing in the way they can respond to threats and then be able to “remember” markers that flag the infectious agent. The next time the threat attacks, the immune system quickly recognizes the marker and calls up the appropriate cells to fight. In the case of the cowpox and smallpox exposure, the viruses are so similar that an immune reaction to cowpox would trigger resistance to smallpox as well, so when the boy was exposed to smallpox after the cowpox vaccination, his immune system engaged in a rapid battle to eliminate it.

Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs.

Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs. Vaccines work by engaging the immune system in a “mock battle” so that it is armed and ready to react swiftly and effectively when exposure to the actual pathogen occurs.

Further Reading:

There has never been a time in recorded history that infectious disease has not existed. For centuries, vaccination has been saving lives, and today’s vaccines are significantly improved over a pus sample!1,2

Immune systems are amazing in the way they can respond to threats and then be able to “remember” markers that flag the infectious agent. The next time the threat attacks, the immune system quickly recognizes the marker and calls up the appropriate cells to fight. In the case of the cowpox and smallpox exposure, the viruses are so similar that an immune reaction to cowpox would trigger resistance to smallpox as well, so when the boy was exposed to smallpox after the cowpox vaccination, his immune system engaged in a rapid battle to eliminate it.
How Vaccines Work

Dr. Courtney Campbell
Plasma is liquid gold. Plasma received from other individuals can be used as a vaccine.

There are three main methods for weakening an organism so a vaccine can be made.

1. The first method is to kill the organism whether it is a virus or bacteria. To make a killed vaccine, a dead pathogen is injected into the patient. The immune system detects these dead particles, leading to stimulation of the immune system.

2. A second method is to use a live pathogen that has been modified so it does not result in illness. The live pathogen is able to travel through the body, setting off alarm bells in the immune system in a similar fashion to the natural disease. The result is an immunity created to that disease that is similar to one that would be created by a real infection.

3. A third method is to modify the pathogen’s DNA out of the organism and put it into a live virus. This type of vaccine is called a recombinant vaccine.

Sometimes when learning as a new student, you need a tutor. The tutor is there to provide help while you learn a new subject. The immune system is no different. To help the immune system “learn” faster, an adjuvant is used like it is a “tutor.” An adjuvant is a material added to a killed vaccine to boost the immune system’s ability to recognize a foreign substance. If the body breaks down the foreign substance and removes it too quickly, the viral proteins will not be present long enough to generate an immune response. Adjuvants help stabilize the virus so that the immune system can detect it and mount a more robust response.

A live virus vaccine is generally preferred and, in terms of an immune response, a live virus vaccine will provide a very strong immune response. However, there are some circumstances where a killed virus vaccine is better. A killed virus vaccine can never revert to virulence, which means there are no circumstances under which the vaccine can produce the disease it’s trying to prevent. If the virus in question is particularly deadly (such as rabies), it is not worth taking any chances with a live virus vaccine, even for a superior immune response.

Without a doubt, vaccines have helped prevent illness and death. Fortunately, they are widely available and inexpensive. This is good news, because many of the conditions for which we vaccinate are highly contagious and often fatal diseases. There continue to be outbreaks of these deleterious diseases throughout the United States and worldwide.

Vaccines must be given with the impeccable timing of a double-dutch jump roper. The vaccine has to be given at the gap between the waning maternal antibodies and dangerous vulnerability. Vaccines will not be able to “take” until maternal antibody has sufficiently dropped. If the vaccine is given too late, there’s a large window of vulnerability in which the newborn is unprotected from the dangers of infectious disease (i.e. jumper gets tangled up in the rope). Vaccines will not be able to “take” until maternal antibody has sufficiently dropped. If the vaccine is given too late, there’s a large window of vulnerability in which the newborn is unprotected from the dangers of infectious disease (i.e. jumper jumps too late and trips on the rope). This is why timing is of utmost importance when deciding when to give a vaccine.

Maternal antibodies are a finicky bunch. Their presence in a new puppy or kitten is highly individualized and depends on many factors. Whether or not a newborn is fully protected can depend on the birth order, who was the first to nurse, who suckled the strongest, and the vaccination status of the mother, among many other factors. To compound matters even further, antibodies against different diseases wear off after different times.

The gift of a mother’s immune system comes with an expiration date. The antibodies that the newborn has received in the colostrum have usually completely dissipated from the body by 14-20 weeks of age. After this point, a puppy is left unprotected.

Vaccines are some of the most powerful weapons that medicine has against infectious disease.
By 14-20 weeks of age, maternal antibodies are mostly gone and the newborn must be able to survive with its own immune system. To give newborns the best chance of responding to vaccination, vaccines are given starting at 6-8 weeks, and then intermittently every 2-4 weeks in hopes of gaining some early protection.

If you are welcoming a slightly older dog into your home and vaccines are being given for the first time, it is usually best to give at least two vaccinations 2-4 weeks apart. This is because the second vaccination will produce a much greater (logarithmically greater) response if it is following an initial vaccine.

People recognize a vaccine’s potential to confer lifelong immunity in human beings. So naturally, pet parents are curious as to why pets would need vaccines annually. The basis for annual vaccination is based partly on biology and partly on certification. If a vaccine is licensed by the USDA for annual use, this means it has been tested on certification. If a vaccine is licensed by the USDA for annual use, this means it has been tested on certification. If a vaccine is licensed by the USDA for annual use, this means it has been tested on certification. If a vaccine is licensed by the USDA for annual use, this means it has been tested on certification.

In school, many of us lived through a set of courses that are considered basic and essential for future college work and graduation. We were strongly encouraged to learn these subjects because they were considered the foundation for continued learning. Collectively, these courses were designated as part of the Core Curriculum. When training the immune system, the same philosophy applies. The immune system needs to be trained with some essentials to help the newborn survive. The vaccines that provide these essentials are called Core vaccines. These vaccines include canine distemper, adenovirus type 2, canine parvovirus, and rabies. Non-Core vaccines are essentially vaccines that are recommended by your veterinarian based on your pet’s location, age, social activity, outdoor activity, and lifestyle.

Some pet parents are concerned with the safety of vaccines. There is a small chance that your pet will have mild side effects like swelling or soreness at the vaccination site, lack of appetite, or fever. There are definitely cases of severe allergic reactions in some dogs. This type of reaction is rare and can occur immediately (or within hours). If this type of reaction is observed in your dog, then your veterinarian should be contacted immediately. Generally speaking, the chances of an adverse reaction to a vaccine are lower than the harm a disease can cause. In short, the benefits of vaccines far outweigh the risks.

A vaccinated pet may still get sick even with the most diligent vaccine regimen, and some vaccines are not designed to be 100% protective. They are designed specifically to mitigate the signs and the duration of the illness. Moreover, every immune system is just as unique as the pet, and not every pet will be able to mount a robust immune response to a vaccine. This is due to the individual characteristics of their immune system. In terms of vaccination, some immune systems respond like students in honors programs, while others respond like students who fail the class the first time and need a second chance. This is called vaccine failure. It’s extremely rare but it is possible. This may be why some pets may still get sick after vaccination.

The dreaded report card. Every new student has felt the butterflies in their stomach knowing that there will be a full report on how well they have done on their tests at the end of the semester. Well, the immune system doesn’t experience that academic anxiety, but it essentially has a “report card”. That report card is called a titer. A titer measures antibody levels in the blood. There are specific titers for specific diseases. The titer functions as a “report card” for how well your immune system has “learned” from the vaccine. If your immune system has “learned” well, the titer number will be high and your pet should be protected. If the titer is low, that means the immune system no longer has a healthy amount of that particular antibody and needs to be vaccinated. However, some feel that the immune system is too complex to be reduced to simple titer levels. Antibody levels are only a small piece of the protection puzzle, and it may not be correct to say that a certain antibody level “equals” protection.

There has been much discussion about “overvaccination” in pets. There are some who have postulated that administering too many vaccines to your pet can result in various conditions in the kidneys, cancer, and immune conditions. So far, there’s no evidence. There are no clear and objective studies to support that a sensible vaccination regimen has increased the incidence of any specific health problems.

Infectious agents are ubiquitous. Every day of your pet’s life, they are exposed to bacteria and viruses, but fortunately, most pets stay healthy. That health can be credited to an outstanding immune system that has been “taught”, primed, and trained to battle infectious agents through a good vaccine curriculum. This preparation results in a mature immune system than can fight infectious agents and prevent disease transmission. Adequately timed, personalized vaccine regimens are the cornerstones of infectious disease prevention. Make sure you have an in-depth conversation with your veterinarian about what is the best vaccine protocol for your pet.

If you are welcoming a slightly older dog into your home and vaccines are being given for the first time, it is usually best to give at least two vaccinations 2-4 weeks apart. This is because the second vaccination will produce a much greater (logarithmically greater) response if it is following an initial vaccine.

Further Reading:
Vaccine Strategy for Social Dogs

Dr. Courtney Campbell
We love our pets. We want the absolute best for them, and pet parents take this responsibility very seriously – we want our pets to be well-nourished, safe, and, most of all, healthy.

For some pet parents, working from home would be a dream. Not only could they luxuriate in the comfort of their home, but they could keep a watchful eye over their pets. But that quixotic musings is quickly tempered by having to brave the morning commute. As they leave to go to work, many are faced with the decision of whether to leave their dog alone or allow them to enjoy the day socializing with other dogs.

Dogs are social beings. Sure, there are some dogs that prefer to be alone, but the majority of dogs enjoy playing, wrestling, and spending time with others. For pet parents, the decision on where to socialize their pet can be daunting. Safety and health are at the top of the list when deciding where and when to socialize your pet.

Fortunately, some of the most virulent enemies (i.e. parvovirus, etc.) can be effectively neutralized with vaccination alone. However, the battle against infectious disease also includes more than just vaccination. Insect and wildlife control, disinfection, and hygiene (among others) are equally as important as an immunization.

Pet parents shouldn’t have to play infectious disease roulette with their pets when dropping them off at a boarding facility. When the goal is to do all you possibly can to ensure their safety, you start with vaccination.

Dogs should be up-to-date on the Core vaccinations. The term Core in this sense signifies the central or most important part of the vaccination schedule. Diseases that are included in the Core vaccine category are distemper, adenovirus, parovirus, and rabies. Puppies are vaccinated beginning at age 6-8 weeks and then every 2 to 4 weeks thereafter until age 16 weeks. The next vaccine is given one year later. After that, subsequent vaccination boosters are given every 1 to 3 years. (Please see Chapter on DA2P)

Although vaccines outside of those 4 are considered “lifestyle” or non-Core vaccines, every dog that goes to a boarding facility is considered part of the “social lifestyle”. This means that vaccination with those 4 Core vaccines, in addition to Bordetella, parainfluenza, and dog flu (canine influenza), should be a priority. Some of these vaccines are given in the nose (intranasal) so they can provide rapid protection. Some intranasal vaccines can be used in puppies as young as 3 weeks of age (maternal antibodies won’t interfere at the site of the vaccine), and only a single-nosrill dose may be needed. These intranasal vaccines provide rapid protection beginning as early as 48 hours post-vaccination and, depending on how the vaccine is labeled, it will provide a 1-year duration of immunity.

Dog flu has resulted in several large outbreaks among dogs associated with race tracks, shelters, and boarding facilities. Regular vaccination against the flu virus will help reduce these outbreaks. If your dog may be exposed in the future (i.e. boarding, kennel, day care, grooming, obedience class, dog park, etc.), then vaccination is of utmost importance. There are two strains of the canine flu virus that have caused illness in dogs: H3N8 and H3N2.

Vaccinating against one strain does not protect your dog from the other. Ask your vet about a bivalent vaccine that will protect your pet from both strains of the virus simultaneously. Two doses of the vaccine should be given 2-4 weeks apart, and then annually thereafter.

In 2012, there were 7,249 reported cases of Lyme disease in California; in Connecticut, there were 58,957. So when it comes to certain diseases like Lyme disease (and leptospirosis), vaccination should be based on how common that disease is in your region and according to your dog’s lifestyle. Considering these two factors will enable you and your veterinarian to "calculate" the risk posed to your dog and then ultimately make the best decision regarding vaccination.
In summary, make sure your furry loved ones are protected against the “worst of the worst”: parvovirus, adenovirus, distemper, and rabies (Core vaccines). If your dog is going to a boarding facility, kennel, daycare, grooming facility, dog park, or any other social meeting place for dogs, then vaccination against parainfluenza, canine influenza, *Bordetella*, and adenovirus type 2 must be considered.
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